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The first self-consistent computations of piezoelectricity in a ferroelectric are presented. B
spontaneous polarization, dynamical charges (Zp), and the full piezoelectric stress tensor of PbTiO3

were determined from ground-state Berry’s phase calculations using the all-electron lineari
augmented plane wave method. Both the proper and total piezoelectric moduli were compu
and were found to be significantly different. The theoretical piezoelectric stress moduli,e15 
3.15 Cym2, e31  20.93 Cym2, ande33  3.23 Cym2, agree well with single crystal experimental data.
[S0031-9007(98)06014-1]
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Ferroelectric materials are of great importance for a
riety of technological applications including optoelectro
ics, waveguide devices, and pyrodetectors. PbTiO3 (PT)
is an end member of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) , wh
is used in many piezoelectronic devices, including aco
tic and ultrasonic transducers, detectors, and actua
[1–3], but these materials are not yet fundamentally u
derstood. PbTiO3 is one of the simplest ferroelectric ox
ides since it has a clearly established single transition w
Tc  766 K from a paraelectric cubic to a ferroelectri
tetragonal phase, and its electronic structure has been s
ied extensively [4–7]. PT is also an end member
the newly discovered relaxor-PT materials with very hi
electromechanical coupling properties and low dielect
loss, represented by PbZn1y3Nb2y3O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT)
and PbMg1y3Nb2y3O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) [8], which may
revolutionize acoustic sensors and transducers, with
portant applications in medical ultrasound and acous
measurements. PT is an obvious starting point for und
standing piezoelectricity in ferroelectrics. In contrast
polycrystalline piezoelectric ceramics, morphotropic pha
boundary compositions were not necessary in single c
tal PZN-PT and PMN-PT materials to achieve ultrahi
piezoelectric coefficients. Using density functional theo
as a method to investigate properties of infinite, perio
solids, intrinsic contributions dominating the total piez
electric tensor of single crystal materials can be separa
from extrinsic contributions (e.g., domain boundaries) e
isting in polycrystalline, multidomain samples. The the
retical study of the driving force behind piezoelectrici
is important for the understanding and design of piez
electric materials, especially in cases, such as PZT, w
producing single crystals is difficult. In this Letter, th
complete piezoelectric response and dynamical charge
sors of the technologically important ferroelectric PbTiO3

are computed from first-principles within the density fun
tional theory using the all-electron full-potential linearize
augmented plane wave (LAPW) method [9]. This stu
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is the first application of modern polarization theory usin
the Berry’s phase approach [10,11] to compute piezoel
tric response in a ferroelectric.

The total closed circuit (zero field) macroscopic po
larization of a strained sample$PT can be expressed a
PT

i  Ps
i 1 einen, where Ps

i is the spontaneous polar
ization of the unstrained sample,en is the strain ten-
sor element, andein defines the piezoelectric tenso
elements in Voigt notation. At low temperatures PbTiO3

is tetragonal (crystal class4mm), and has a nonvanishing
polarization along the (001) axis. The three independe
piezoelectric tensor components aree31  e32 and e33,
which describe the zero field polarization induced alo
the z axis when the crystal is uniformly strained in th
basalxy plane or along thez axis, respectively, ande15 
e24 which measures the change of polarization perpe
dicular to thez axis induced by shear strain. This latte
component is related to the induced polarization byP1 
e15e5 and P2  e15e4. The total induced polarization
along the crystallographicc axis can be expressed by
sum of two contributions asP3  e33e3 1 e31se1 1 e2d,
where e1  sa 2 a0dya0, e2  sb 2 b0dyb0, and e3 
sc 2 c0dyc0 are strains along thea, b, and c axis, re-
spectively, anda0, b0, andc0 are lattice parameters of the
unstrained reference structure. The change in total mac
scopic polarization, containing both electronic and rig
ionic core contributions, is a well defined bulk propert
(in the absence of a macroscopic electric field$Emacro  0)
and could be determined experimentally under shor
boundary conditions. Therefore the total piezoelect
constant can be calculated from finite differences of pol
izations between crystals of different shapes and volum

The electronic part of the polarization was dete
mined using the Berry’s phase approach [10], a quant
mechanical theorem dealing with a system coupled
a slowly changing environment. One can calculate t
polarization difference between two states of the sa
solid, under the necessary condition that the crys
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4321
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remains an insulator along the path which transfor
the two states into each other through an adiabatic v
ation of a crystal Hamiltonian parameter (l). Express-
ing electronic polarization in terms of a dynamic curre
[12] instead of static charge separation provides well
fined bulk quantities at the adiabatic limit. The magn
tude of the electronic polarization of a system in st
(l) is defined only moduloeRyV, where R is a real-
space lattice vector andV is the volume of the cell. In
practice theeRyV factor can be eliminated by carefu
inspection, if the changes in polarization are such t
jDPj ø jeRyVj. The electronic polarization can be e
pressed as

Pelsld  2
2e

s2pd3

Z
BZ

dk
≠

≠k0
fsldsk, k0d

Ç
k0k

, (1)

where the integration domain is the reciprocal unit cell
the solid in statel, andfsld are the geometric quantum
phases, defined as phases of overlap-matrix determin
constructed from periodic parts of occupied valence Blo
statesn

sld
n skd evaluated on a dense mesh ofk points from

k0 to k0 1 b, where b is the reciprocal lattice vector
asfsldsk, k0 d  Imhlnfdetknsld

m skd j n
sld
n sk0dlgj. The elec-

tronic polarization difference between two crystal sta
can be expressed asDPel  Pelsl2d 2 Pelsl1d. Com-
mon origins to determine electronic and core parts w
arbitrarily assigned along the crystallographic axes. T
individual terms in the sum do depend on the choice; ho
ever, the final results are independent of origin.

The elements of the macroscopic piezoelectric ten
can be further separated into two parts: a clamped-ion
homogeneous strain contribution evaluated at vanish
internal strain u [13], and a term that is due to a
internal microscopic strain, i.e., the relative displaceme
of differently charged sublattices:

ein 
≠PT

i

≠en

Ç
u

1
X
k

≠PT
i

≠uk,i

Ç
e

≠uk,i

≠en

, (2)

wherePT
i is the total induced polarization along theith

axis of the unit cell.
Equation (2) can be rewritten in terms of the clampe

ion part and the diagonal (in PbTiO3) elements of the
Born (transverse) effective charge tensor as

ein  e
s0d
in 1

X
k

eai

V
Zp

k,ii
≠uk,i

≠en

, (3)

where V is the volume, ai is the lattice parameter
the clamped-ion termes0d is the first term of Eq. (2),
and is equal to the sum of rigid corees0d,core and
valence electronices0d,el contributions, and subscriptk
corresponds to the atomic sublattices.Zp is the transverse
(Born) effective charge:

Zp
k,in  Zcore

k 1 Z
p,el
k,in 

V

eai

≠Pi

≠uk,n

Ç
e

. (4)

Piezoelectric response includes contributions that
pear in linear response for finite distortional wave vect
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q, termed proper, and contributions which formally ap
pear atq  0, termed improper [14]. Improper macro-
scopic polarization changes arise from the rotation
dilation of the spontaneous polarization (Ps

i ). The proper
polarization of a ferroelectric or pyroelectric material
given byPP

i  PT
i 2

P
jseijPs

j 2 ejjPs
i d. Proper piezo-

electric constantseP
in can be expressed as

eP
31 

≠PT
3

≠e1
1 Ps

3, eP
15 

≠PT
1

≠e5
2 Ps

3 , (5)

and eP
33  eT

33, that is the improper part ofeT
33 is zero.

The difference between proper and total polarizatio
is due only to the homogeneous part, which can
expressed fore31 (e

P,hom
31 ) as

e
P,hom
31  ehom

31 1 Ps
3 

≠P
el,T
3

≠e1
1 P

el,s
3 . (6)

One can derive a similar expression fore
P,hom
15 . The

homogeneous part appears as a pure electronic term
in the expression for theproperpiezoelectric modulus. It
is evident that the proper and total piezoelectric consta
differ only in materials with nonzero polarization in th
unstrained crystal.

The first term in Eq. (3) can be evaluated from po
larization differences as a function of strain, with th
internal parameters kept fixed at their values correspo
ing to zero strain. The second term, which arises fro
internal microscopic relaxation [15,16], can be calculat
after determining the elements of the dynamical transve
charge tensors and variations of internal coordinatesui as
a function of strain. Transverse charges in general are
mixed second derivatives of a suitable thermodynamic p
tential with respect to atomic displacements and elect
field. They measure the change in polarization induced
unit displacement of a given atom at zero electric field
linear order. In a polar insulator transverse charges in
cate the extent of polarization changes induced by relat
sublattice displacements. While many ionic oxides ha
Born effective charges close to their static value [17], ferr
electric perovskites display anomalously large dynamic
charges [18–20].

Total energy calculations were performed within th
general gradient approximation (GGA) using the ful
potentialab initio LAPW method with local orbital (LO)
extension [9]. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 1996 [2
exchange-correlation parametrization was used in the c
culations. The value of RKmax was set to 8.3, LAPW
sphere radii of 2.0, 1.7, and 1.6 a.u. were used for P
Ti, and O, respectively. Pb5d, 6s, 6p, Ti 3s, 3p, 3d,
4s, and O2s and 2p orbitals were treated as valence o
bitals. Atomic core states were calculated relativistical
ignoring spin-orbit coupling, while valence states we
treated semirelativistically. The special points metho
[22] was applied for Brillouin-zone samplings with a
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TABLE I. Structural parameters of tetragonal PbTiO3. Inter-
nal coordinates along thez direction (u) are given in terms of
the c lattice constant.

GGAa LDA b LDA c Expd

a(a.u.) 7.356 7.247 7.380 7.373
cya 1.073 1.122 1.063 1.065
uPb 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
uTi 0.530 0.542 0.549 0.538
uO1,O2 0.610 0.634 0.630 0.612
uO3 0.105 0.134 0.125 0.117

aConstant volume is from Ref. [24].
bOptimizedcya at constant volume, local density approxima-
tion (LDA), all-electron basis set.
cReference [7] constant volume andcya, LDA, ultrasoft pseudo-
potentials with plane-wave basis.
dReference [25], room temperature data.

4 3 4 3 4 k-point mesh. Thek-space integrations in
the Berry’s phase calculations were made on a unifo
4 3 4 3 20 k-point mesh. The results of the calculation
were checked for convergence with respect to the num
of k points and the plane wave cutoff energy. Analyt
cal forces were calculated using the formulation of Y
et al. [23].

The tetragonal structure of PbTiO3 is completely de-
fined by thea lattice constant, thecya ratio, and by three
internal coordinatesui . Table I contains the optimized in-
ternal parameters in the five atom unit cell at experimen
volume and optimizedcya together with other theoretica
and experimental results. Full, unconstrained optimiz
tion of structural parameters using the GGA resulted
an unreasonably large value,cya  1.09. Therefore the
volume of the PbTiO3 unit cell was kept at its experimen
tal value, and an optimum set ofcya and ui parameters
which minimize the total energy was determined und
this constraint. This configuration served as the referen
state in further polarization calculations.

Piezoelectric constants were determined by using b
the direct and the indirect Eq. (3) methods. In the d
rect approach, absolute macroscopic polarization valu
were computed at a reference structurePref and at sev-
eral strained structuresPe , with equilibrium internal pa-
rameters determined at each strain value. Applied str
values were typically in the61% range. The slope of
the (Pe 2 Pref) vs strain curve at small strains (linea
regime) yielded directly the piezoelectric constants. T

TABLE II. Internal displacement gradientsa as a function of
strain.

i n
≠uPb,i

≠en

≠uTi,i

≠en

≠uO1,i

≠en

≠uO2,i

≠en

≠uO3,i

≠en

z 3 0.360 0.216 20.133 20.133 20.310
z, szd 1, s2d 0.165 20.073 20.122 0.160 20.130
z, szd 4, s5d 20.082 20.024 0.052 0.045 0.009
y, sxd 4, s5d 0.150 0.021 20.107 20.020 20.044

a
P

k
≠uk,i

≠ey
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≠uiy≠en values (Table II) were used together with the
corresponding dynamical charge tensor elements to eva
ate the individual microscopic strain contributions. Bor
effective charges were obtained from changes of macr
scopic polarization induced by small displacements
atomic sublattices (Table III). Our results satisfy th
acoustic sum rule,

P
j Zp

j,ii  0, indicating that the calcu-
lations are relatively fully converged with respect to com
putational conditions. The clamped-ion contribution t
the piezoelectric moduli in Eq. (3) was determined from
slopes of polarization vs strain curves. During this s
of calculations, internal parameters were kept fixed
those determined for the experimental volume structu
with optimized 1.073cya ratio. No significant difference
(less than 0.5%) was found between moduli calculated
the two methods, indicating that the linear approximatio
used to describe the piezoelectric response of PbTiO3 is
valid for the applied magnitude of strains.

Table IV contains the computed total and proper piez
electric moduli, and two sets of experimental data of th
full piezoelectric stress tensor. Our theoretical value fo
the totale33 modulus is3.23 Cym2. The clamped ion con-
tribution is 20.88 Cym2, whereas the contribution from
internal macroscopic strain is much larger with an oppo
site sign,4.11 Cym2. These values and ourpropere15 and
e31 moduli are in good agreement with the single-crysta
data reported by Liet al. [26]. However, there is a signifi-
cant spread between various measurements [27]. Meth
used in this work give results for the intrinsic piezoelec
tric properties of an infinite single-domain perfect mate
rial, while values reported by Ikegamiet al. [28] are based
on experimental data obtained on a poled ceramic sam
with small amounts of dopants. In the latter case, signi
cant extrinsic contributions to piezoelectric constants ca
be expected in addition to the intrinsic contribution. It i
however not uncommon that extrinsic contributions are
the same magnitude as the intrinsic part [29].

Spontaneous polarization was computed in PbTiO3 at
the optimized external and internal structural paramete
Our theoretical value of0.88 Cym2 agrees well with the
measured value [30] of0.75 Cym2 (295 K). Experiments
generally give reduced results due to cracking and char
leaking [25].

TABLE III. Born effective charges for PbTiO3.

Atom Zp
xx Zp

yy Zp
zz

Pb 3.74y3.90b 3.74 3.52
Ti 6.20y7.06b 6.20 5.18
O1

a 22.61'y22.56 25.18ky25.83b 22.16
O3 22.15 22.15 24.38

aO1 is on thexz face of the unit cell,' marks the direction per-
pendicular to Ti-O bond in thexy plane,k indicates atomic dis-
placement along the Ti-O bond.
bReference [18], LDA pseudopotential results at experimenta
structural parameters.
4323
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TABLE IV. Piezoelectric stress tensor elements (Cym2) of
tetragonal PbTiO3.

e15 e31 e33

Homogeneous 2.87 22.60 20.88
Proper homogeneous 1.99 21.72 20.88
Internal strain 1.16 0.79 4.11
Total 4.03 21.81 3.23
Proper total 3.15 20.93 3.23

Expa 3.92 20.98 3.35
Expb 2.96 0.46 6.50
Expc 4.4 2.1 5.0
Expc 4.8 20.67 4.1

aReference [26].
bReference [28].
cReference [27], two sets of velocity rms deviations.

These results demonstrate that the Berry’s phase a
proach within the all-electron LAPW1 LO formalism can
be effectively used to predict values of piezoelectric tens
elements even in computationally difficult materials suc
as PbTiO3. The computed intrinsic piezoelectric moduli
are found to be in relatively good agreement with exper
mental data measured on single crystal material. The lar
piezoelectric response in this material is mainly due to th
large relative displacement of cationic and anionic sub
lattices induced by the macroscopic strain. This effect
further amplified in tetragonal solid PbTiO3 by the anoma-
lously large elements of Born dynamic charge tensors.
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